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Welcome

James P. O’Neill | NYPD Commissioner
Brooklyn, New York
Speaking at The I.NY Gathering

Welcome to I.NY
The team at I.NY are delighted to welcome you to the
third I.NY Festival, running again in Limerick City from
October 16th to 20th.
I.NY explores and celebrates the relationship between
Ireland and New York | One story at a time. This very
specific relationship is the richest, most storied and
arguably the most positive international relationship
that Ireland, as a country, holds with any other place
around the world.
It is both a historical and modern relationship, one
of culture and business, sport and politics, fashion,
architecture, food, religion and much more. It’s about
people and place, the Irish in New York, the returning
Irish American. Those who left, and those who stayed.
It’s about family. More than anywhere, more than
London, Sydney, Toronto, it is the signature place of
the story of our diaspora, and therefor holds both
love and loss, joy and heartbreak, success and failure.
It is a uniquely Irish story, but inseparable from its

Festival Booking & Information
American-ness. It is bottomless, ambitious, hopeful,
and intensely felt on both sides of the Atlantic.
This singular story of Ireland New York is built through
a million and more personal stories. As we go about
our work at I.NY, every Irish person we meet has their
own individual story of New York. And every New
Yorker we meet has an Irish one. That story might be
100 years old, it might be 10 years old, or it might not
be happening until next year, but it is always heartfelt,
visceral and told with enthusiasm.
We’re delighted to welcome an array of artists
& authors, speakers & broadcasters, musicians,
educators & entrepreneurs - from Ireland and New
York - to tell their own personal part of this wider
story during the 2019 I.NY Festival. We’re grateful for
their curiosity and their generosity of thought. And
we’re delighted to welcome you to join us at those
events, hear those stories, and hopefully tell your
own.

We’d like to thank the many partners who make
the I.NY Festival possible, particularly Fáilte Ireland,
Limerick City & County Council, Shannon Heritage
and the University of Limerick, along with our local
hotel and media partners, the many people who’ve
given their time, thought and effort to developing
I.NY, and the team and volunteers who make sure
the festival runs smoothly. We’re delighted as well
to welcome The Irish Times and New York’s Irish
Arts Center as new I.NY partners in 2019, and look
forward to continuing this work to develop The I.NY
Project into 2020.
For now though, we’re most grateful for your interest
in and support of The I.NY Festival. We hope you
fully enjoy the shows, and look forward to meeting
you in the room.
David O’Donovan
I.NY Festival Director

All tickets are available online at thisisiny.
com.Prices are inclusive of booking fees.
Tickets will also be available to purchase
on the door before each event. Credit card
facilities will not be available at some venues.
Admission is free to all Annie Moore Talks &
The I.NY Block Party, but online registration
is required.
I.NY has a no refund or exchange policy on all
tickets purchased.
Festival Merchandise will be available at the
box office before & after all events.

Visit thisisiny.com for more information.
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At A Glance
I.NY Headline Shows
Malachy McCourt in Conversation | Wed 16 Oct | Dance Limerick | 7:30pm | €10
The I.NY Town Hall with Dr. Jane O’Meara Sanders | Thurs 17 Oct | Dolans Warehouse | 7:30pm | €10
Kevin Barry: In The New Yorker | Fri 18 Oct | Dance Limerick | 6pm | €10
The I.NY Gathering | Sat 19 Oct | The Strand Hotel | 7pm | €150
Martin Hayes in Conversation & Performance with John Kelly | Sun 20 Oct | Dance Limerick | 7:30pm | €25
Annie Moore Talks
The Queens College Irish Oral History Project | Wed 16 Oct | Hunt Museum | 5:30pm | Free
Being Irish in New York: Our (Mis)Understanding | Thurs 17 Oct | Hunt Museum | 5:30pm | Free
IRL LGBTQ in NYC | Fri 18 Oct | Dolans Upstairs | 9pm | Free

An invitation home,
to Irish around the world.

Irish Creatives in New York: Business Innovation | Sat 19 Oct | BOI Innovation Hub | 1pm | Free

#globalirish

Mother Club DJs | Fri 18 Oct | Dolans Upstairs | 10:30pm | €10 (free to those attending LGBTQ talk)

I.NY Festival Club
Donal Dineen vs. Qool DJ Marv | Fri 18 Oct | The Commercial | 11pm | €10
Strictly Rhythm | Sat 19 Oct | Dolans Warehouse | 11pm | €10
Block Party with Qool DJ Marv | Sun 20 Oct | Mickey Martins Lane | 2pm | Free
Tickets at thisisiny.com

Headline Shows

Jane O’Meara Sanders | Political Activist and Strategist
Brooklyn, New York

Speaking at the I.NY Town Hall

Wed Oct 16
Dance Limerick (John’s Square)
7.30pm €10
“One doesn’t so much have a conversation with
Malachy McCourt as furnish him with an audience.
To chat with him is to be pelted with brilliant oneliners, jokes, grand declarations and gritty truths.
His previous incarnations as an actor, a celebrity
bar owner, a poet and, eventually, a politician are
writ large in our conversation. He is a frightfully
fun conversationalist, and uproarious, over-the-top
company.”
So writes Tanya Sweeney to open her recent Irish
Times interview with author, actor, publican, poet,
Limerickman, New Yorker... Malachy McCourt. Born
in New York, then raised in Limerick before moving
back to New York in his early twenties, Malachy
is the second youngest of the McCourt family, a
family made famous of course through the story of
Angela’s Ashes. He returns to Limerick for an evening
in conversation with Tanya, where they will lead

Malachy McCourt in Conversation
with Tanya Sweeney
from their Irish Times interview, and touch on the
McCourt family story and legacy, Malachy’s young
life in Ireland and adult life in New York, his personal
experience of the wider New York Irish story, and
much more across 90 minutes of story, readings
and music.
Since she began working for her local newspaper
at the age of 11, Tanya Sweeney has gone on to
write about arts, culture, lifestyle and health for
the Irish Times, Irish Independent, Irish Daily Mail
and the Sunday Business Post. She is also a regular
contributor to RTE Radio 1, 2FM, Newstalk and Today
FM.
This conversation is part of the I.NY 2019 partnership
with The Irish Times.
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Thurs Oct 17
Dolan’s Warehouse
7.30pm €10
Dr. Jane O’Meara Sanders, senior advisor to and wife
of US Senator Bernie Sanders, returns to I.NY for
an evening of political discussion & debate focused
on the upcoming 2020 US Presidential Election.
With Bernie Sanders polling high among potential
Democratic nominees, and coming to the end of
the most divisive presidential term in decades,
I.NY presents a Town Hall style evening for an Irish
audience to get up close to the debate. Jane will be
joined on the night by guests to be announced.
The I.NY Town Hall will be hosted by Hugh Linehan,
Arts & Culture editor at The Irish Times and host of
the Inside Politics podcast.

The I.NY Town Hall
with Dr. Jane O’Meara Sanders
More about Jane Sanders
Dr. Jane O’Meara Sanders is a founding member
of the Sanders Institute, a fellowship comprised
of leaders dedicated to transforming democracy
through the research, education, outreach and
advancement of bold, progressive ideas and values.
Dr. O’Meara Sanders was also at the centre of the
2016 American presidential election as senior
political advisor to, and wife of, Democratic Senator
Bernie Sanders, and is again at the heart of his
campaign as he runs to become the Democract
nominee in the 2020 US Presidential Election.
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Fri Oct 18
Dance Limerick (John’s Square)
6pm €10
I.NY presents a reading and conversation with Booker
Prize nominee Kevin Barry. The multi-award winning
Limerick-born author is a regular contributor to
The New Yorker magazine - the Manhattan home
of numerous Irish writers from Maeve Brennan
and Colum McCann to Ann Enright, Colm Toibin
and Sally Rooney. Kevin will read from his New
Yorker-published work, and discuss the experience
of working closely with that particular New York
institution. He will also read from and discuss his
new novel Night Boat to Tangier, for which he has
been long-listed for the Booker Prize, while also
discussing, with his friend and colleague, DJ and
broadcaster Aoife Nic Canna, the influence of New
York’s writing and music on their respective creative
life and work.

Kevin Barry | In the New Yorker

More about Kevin Barry
Kevin Barry is the author of the novels Night Boat
to Tangier, Beatlebone and City of Bohane, and the
story collections Dark Lies the Island and There
Are Little Kingdoms. His awards include the IMPAC
Dublin Literary Award, the Goldsmiths Prize, the
Sunday Times EFG Short Story Prize and the Lannan
Foundation Literary Award. His stories and essays
appear in the New Yorker, Granta and elsewhere. He
also works as a playwright and screenwriter, and he
lives in County Sligo, Ireland.
This reading and conversation is a co-curation with
the Irish Arts Center, NYC.
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The I.NY Gathering

Sat Oct 19
Strand Hotel
7pm €150

Stories of Ireland and New York

The I.NY Gathering | Stories of Ireland and New
York is a formal dinner where all festival guests,
partners and supporters can gather with an Irish and
Irish American business and cultural audience on
Saturday October 19th, to hear prominent stories of
Ireland and New York, and share their own personal
experience of the Ireland New York story. Very special
guest speakers on the night are NYPD Commissioner
James P. O’Neill, and Margaret Molloy, the Offaly
native who is the founder of WearingIrish and Global
CMO at siegel+gale in Manhattan. Actor and author
Malachy McCourt will also read from his work, and
music will be from HBO guest DJ and NYC Soho
House resident Qool DJ Marv. Strand Hotel Executive
Chef Tom Flavin will showcase the gorgeous seasonal
produce of the Limerick and Shannon regions in a
delicious three-course dining experience.

NYPD Commissioner James O’Neill grew up in
Brooklyn to Irish grandparents from Longford and
Monaghan. He was appointed the 43rd New York
City police commissioner in September 2016 by
Mayor Bill de Blasio, and has been widely praised for
developing the NYPD’s neighborhood-policing model
producing greater police and community interaction
while continuing to drive down crime.
Margaret Molloy is Global Chief Marketing Officer
at the renowned branding firm Siegel+Gale, & the
Creator of WearingIrish. She is a Harvard Business
School graduate, and regarded as one of the most
influential global marketing leaders. Margaret created
#WearingIrish in March 2016 as a passion project to
showcase Irish fashion designers. Margaret is the
curator of the program, and hosted 10 winning Irish
designers in New York City in May 2018.

Tickets/tables for The I.NY Gathering are available from www.thisisiny.com
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Sun Oct 20
Dance Limerick (John’s Square)
7.30pm €25
World renowned fiddle player Martin Hayes, and
award-winning author and broadcaster John Kelly,
appear together in conversation and performance at
I.NY 2019, discussing the impact New York has had
on their personal and creative lives, and performing
the music and writing which tells the story of that
influence.
Fiddle player Martin Hayes is regarded as one of the
most significant international talents in the world of
Irish traditional music. Martin has been recognised
as Musician of the Year (Gradam Ceol) from TG4,
Person of the Year by the American Irish Historical
Society in New York City and recipient of the annual
Spirit of Ireland award from the Irish Arts Center
NYC.

Martin Hayes in Conversation and
Performance with John Kelly
This year, he released his third album with
The Gloaming - the internationally acclaimed
contemporary trad collective which he formed with
leading musicians and vocalists from Ireland and
America including Thomas Bartlett, Iarla O’Lionard
and Caoimhin O’Raghallaigh, while also releasing
new work with Brooklyn Rider, a classical musician
four piece from Brooklyn, New York.
John Kelly is an acclaimed author, and one of Ireland’s
best-known broadcasters. His first collection of
poetry, Notions, was published by Dedalus Press
in 2018, and he is a multiple PPI award-winner,
presenting some of the most critically acclaimed
music programmes on the Irish radio and television.
This conversation and performance is a co-curation
with the Irish Arts Center, NYC.
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The Annie Moore Talks

Margaret Molloy | Founder #WearingIrish
& Global CMO siegel+gale, Manhattan
Offaly, Ireland
Speaking at The I.NY Gathering

Wed Oct 16

The Hunt Museum
5.30pm Free event (booking required at thisisiny.com)
They were new arrivals, support system gobetweens, business owners, bartenders, nannies,
construction workers, politicians, housewives,
artists & writers, gangsters, policemen & firemen: in
short, they were the Irish and Irish-Americans who
emigrated to or settled and grew up in New York
in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, and
contributed so much to the life of today’s New York.
The Queens College Irish Studies Program at the
City University of New York has embarked upon an
unprecedented oral history project which captures
the fascinating and often challenging lives these
men and women forged for themselves. Under the
directorship of Eileen Sprague, and the aegis of
Queens College and Queens Library, local historians
are capturing these individuals’ memories, archiving
the interviews and making edited versions available
at qcirishstudies.org

The Queens College
Irish Oral History Project

I.NY welcomes Niamh O’Brien to open The Annie
Moore Talks series with a presentation and open
conversation about the Queens College Oral History
Project. Niamh is a harp player, singer and composer
from Kildimo, County Limerick. She worked as a
researcher and producer on the Irish in New York
Oral History Project, having studied at the Irish World
Academy, UL, and Sibelius Academy for the Arts,
Helsinki. She has recorded and performed across
Europe and the USA with various groups including
The Chieftains, AnTara and Alyth McCormack.
Featured in Niamh’s presentation will be clips
from numerous series’ of interviews collected by
the project, from “A Life Across the Ocean” which
presents the experiences of an older generation
who made the journey to NY in throughout the 40s,
50s and 60s, to “J1” which explores the lives of Irish
J1 visa holders in the city today. The presentation
will be followed by an audience Q&A.
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Thurs Oct 17

The Hunt Museum
5.30pm Free event (booking required at thisisiny.com)
Fintan O’Toole drew a hard response from the New
York Irish on the publication of his Irish & New York
Times article on White Irish Catholics in US Politics.
In doing so, he prised open questions about our
understanding, or maybe our mis-understanding,
here at home, of the diversity, dynamism and
intensity of the Irish experience in New York. I.NY
gathers an expert panel to reflect and discuss that
depth and breadth of experience, and tell us, as an
Irish audience, a truer story of what it is to be Irish,
or of Ireland, in New York.
Panellists include:
Kate Hickey | Managing Editor at Irish Central, having
joined the Irish American publication as Editor in
2010 while living in New York. Kate has also worked
with The Irish Independent, The Irish Times, and
New York Arts among others, and as spokesperson

Being Irish in New York:
Our (Mis)Understanding

for the Irish Lobby for Immigration Reform.
Miriam Nyhan Grey | A Wexford native and New York
resident, Miriam is a historian, author, and Director
of Graduate Studies, and Associate Director of the
MA in Irish and Irish-American Studies in Glucksman
Ireland House at NYU.
James Kennedy | An alumnus of St. Munchin’s
College, and 20-year New York resident, James is
the CEO of the Kennedy Murphy Group, and the
Founder/Owner of Rugby United New York.
This Annie Moore Talk is a co-curation with the Irish
Arts Center, NYC.
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Fri Oct 18
Dolans Upstairs
9pm Free event (booking required at thisisiny.com)
I.NY hosts a conversation focusing on the experience
of being Irish and gay in New York, and the importance
of the gay community to the culture of a place, and
creative & club culture in particular. The panel will
discuss the changing experience for the Irish LGBTQ
community in New York from the 80’s to today, the
impact of the LGBTQ community on the beginning
of club culture in New York and Ireland, and how
each informs, inspires and borrows from the other.
It will also touch on the gentrification of important
cultural and club spaces, with spaces like these in
both New York and Ireland under increasing threat.
A key participant in this conversation is Dingle native
Brenda Breathnach. Brenda has been at the heart of
Irish LGBTQ life in New York for three decades, is the
owner of Phoenix Bar in the East Village, and in 2018
opened the largest LGBTQ club space in New York,
3-Dollar Bill in Brooklyn’s East Williamsburg – an
opening which prompted a New York Times profile
of her work and personal journey in New York.

IRL LGBTQ in NYC

The conversation is hosted by journalist, broadcaster
and Irish Times columnist Una Mullally. Una won
Journalist of the Year at the 2015 GALA LGBT
Awards, wrote the history book In the Name of Love
documenting the movement for same-sex marriage
in Ireland, was a prominent activist in the Marriage
Equality referendum, and is a frequent commentator
on the changing circumstances for cultural spaces
and trends in Ireland.
This Annie Moore Talk is part of the I.NY 2019
partnership with The Irish Times, and is a cocuration with the Irish Arts Center, NYC. Tickets
include entrance to Mother Club, which follows the
conversation.
This Annie Moore Talk is a co-curation with the Irish
Arts Center, NYC.
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Sat Oct 19
Workbench, Bank of Ireland
1–2:30pm Free event (booking required at thisisiny.com)
I.NY welcomes two leading young Irish creatives
abroad, John Paul O’Meara and Mary Leonard, for a
conversation with Pat Carroll on the Irish experience
within New York business, and their work in creative
strategy and contemporary corporate growth &
identity.
John Paul (JP) O’Meara is SVP for Corporate Strategy
at iconic American fashion company Ralph Lauren
in Manhattan, New York. Prior to this JP spent 18
years in Germany, including 11 at Adidas, where he
held leadership roles in Brand Strategy and Investor
Relations. A native of Kilteely, Co. Limerick and a
graduate of University of Limerick, John Paul is also
MD at executive coaching and consulting company
Scooty Initiatives, and a proactive member of the
International Advisory Board at Kemmy Business
School.
Mary Leonard is an award-winning multidisciplinary
designer and art director. Formerly Design Lead

Irish Creatives in New York
Business Innovation

at Google Creative Lab EMEA, and Senior Designer
at Construct London, she recently founded an
independent design and art practice, aiming to use
her skills to empower individuals and causes to have
more positive impacts on the world by exploring the
intersection between creativity and technology. Mary
believes in the power of design to solve significant,
everyday problems through considered solutions
that are both beautiful and functional. She has
worked with some of the world’s biggest brands,
including Google, UN, Gucci and WWF, and has gained
significant industry recognition, including D&AD,
Cannes, The One Show, Design Week, and FWA. In
2018, Mary was named an ADC Young Gun finalist, as
well as one of Google’s Future Creative Leaders.
Pat Carroll is Enterprise & Community Manager
with Bank of Ireland, Munster, and founding director
of Startup Grind Limerick, regional adviser Tech
Ireland and former board member Irish International
Business Network.
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I.NY Festival Club

Qool DJ Marv | DJ, Producer, Broadcaster
Harlem, New York
Performing at The i.NY Festival Club

Fri Oct 18
Dolans Upstairs
10.30pm €10
Recently listed as one of the top five clubs in Ireland,
Mother is the self-proclaimed ‘most colourful
Saturday night party in Dublin City’. Conceived in
June 2010, Mother is an old-school club night for
gays and their friends, where the focus is solely on
good times and good tunes heavily influenced by
the glory days of New York City disco. Mother has
played host to a long list of local and international
guests, including; Ana Matronic, The Magician, Crazy
P, Aeroplane, Peaches, Nancy Wang, Alex Metric, Shit
Robot, Optimo, Little Boots, Jake Shears, Daithí and
Le Galaxie to mention a few. Their residents are
the club’s heart however, and Ruth Kavanagh and
Rocky T Delgado will guest at the I.NY Festival Club
Upsatairs in Dolan’s on Friday October 18th.
Rocky & Ruth come to I.NY after a particularly busy
summer for the Mother crew; closing Dublin’s largest

Mother Club DJs

Pride to date, and guesting at both the Mother
Stage at Body&Soul, and a variety of stages at Love
Sensation - the first full-scale festival run by Mother,
and welcoming guests including Lily Allen, Kelis and
Clean Bandit.
On the night, Mother Club follows the Annie Moore
Talk discussing the experience of being Irish and
LGBTQ in New York City, and the impact the LGBTQ
community had on club culture in New York
and in Ireland. This talk welcomes journalist and
activist Una Mullally in conversation with Brenda
Breathnach – Dingle native, Brooklyn resident and
owner/promoter of New York’s largest LGBTQ club,
ThreeDollar Bill. Entry to the Annie Moore Talk is
free, and entry to Mother is then free for anyone
attending the talk.
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Fri Oct 18
The Commercial
11pm €10

Donal Dineen grew up in the Kerry countryside,
Qool Marv on the edge of Philadelphia, before
respectively moving to Dublin City, and New York
City. As teenagers though, before they left for these
new homes, the reach of radio had shaped both of
their lives, introducing new music, wild music, from
across the city and around the world. On opposite
sides of the Atlantic, both found themselves eversearching for new records, new rhythms, new
directions, and searching for ways to play those new
records to new people, through clubs, radio, tv, or
the relentless mixtape.

Donal Dineen vs Qool DJ Marv

I.NY puts together two quiet masters of the arts of
digging, selecting and DJing. Dineen v Marv puts
Ireland’s extreme west coast and America’s extreme
east side by side. It allows both DJ’s to travel through
their individual and shared relationship with New
York club music from 1980 until present day. Expect
to hear, and dance to, records which span the sound
of Harlem jazz, through Mancuso’s Loft, on into the
gamut of Bronx, Brooklyn and LES hiphop, to MAW/
Body&Soul house music, and finally landing on or
near today’s electro/r’n’b mash that runs the dance
floors of New York, from Brooklyn warehouse parties
to Manhattan members’ clubs.
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Sat Oct 19
Dolans Warehouse
11pm €10

Strictly Rhythm

Strictly Rhythm means two things to Limerick DJs
and club-goers. Firstly, it is the iconic New York
label that pioneered House music in New York in the
80s and 90s, breaking artists such as Louis Vega,
Armand Van Helden, Josh Wink and Roger Sanzhez,
and hauling club culture to centre stage in the city’s
nightlife. Owning a Strictly Rhythm record was a
holding-on point for Limerick DJs and musicians
exploring a new culture, and their place within it.

Nic Canna was born in Dublin and raised in Limerick.
Growing up on Mallow Street and spending time
in the Belltable Arts Centre drinking coffee after
school, discussing records and mix tapes is where
it all began for her. With a number of residencies
behind her, from The Rock Garden, The Kitchen and
more notably her eight year residency in Rí- Rá, she
has one of Ireland’s foremost DJs thanks to her
fresh and innovative mixture of music.

Secondly, it became the name of the still notorious
and best-regarded club night to run in Limerick
City, taking some of that New York spirit, running it
through local sound systems to thousands of people
over 10 years. Niall Colgan was the beating heart of
Limerick’s reputation for house and techno in the
1990’s, both as DJ and promoter behind Strictly,
that decade’s foremost clubnight in the city. Aoife

Steeped in the story of Limerick clubnights , DJs
and musicians, Aoife and Niall’s set will re-visit the
lead records from Strictly Rhythm - both the label
and the night. This show follows a live performance
by Le Boom in Dolan’s Warehouse, and early entry is
advised as a result.
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Sun Oct 20
Mickey Martins
2pm-6pm Free

I.NY Block Party with Qool DJ Marv

“The thing is, come out, give love to your neighbor.
Everyone you meet, give love, let them know who
you are.”

The I.NY Block Party will take a gentler form – less
racous-ness, more Sunday afternoon ease – when
Qool Marv sets up in Mickey Martin’s brick lane to
run through his 40-year collection of New York soul,
funk, hip-hop & breaks, each record dropped in the
spirit of the Block Party, the spirit of the community.

Leroy Williams, Bedford-Stuyvesant
talking Block Parties in the New York Times

The Block Party is a classic, low-down, heartfelt,
neighbourhood New York tradition. Shut both ends
of the block, rack up barbeques, ice drinks, unfold
furniture, wear little, set the decks and turn it up.
It’s where the members of a single community
congregate, to observe an event of importance, or
simply for mutual enjoyment. The name comes from
the closing of a city block to traffic, so the people of
that block can gather, can dance, can eat and drink
together, be together. It’s a celebration. It’s a form of
activism, and an artistic effort, reclaiming the street
as a public space, a shared and joyous space.
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Festival Information

John Kelly | Author and Broadcaster
Fermanagh, Ireland
Speaking at I.NY Headline Shows

Festival Partners
I.NY would like to acknowledge the support of all
festival partners, without whom it would not be
possible to conceive, prepare and stage The I.NY
Festival. We would also like to warmly welcome new
festival partners in 2019; The Irish Times and New
York’s Irish Arts Center.
The partnership between I.NY and The Irish Times
allows a communication between I.NY and a wide
Irish diaspora through the Irish Times Irish Abroad
initiative. The partnership also allows I.NY to
welcome Irish Times journalists Una Mullally, Tanya
Sweeney and Hugh Linehan to host and moderate
I.NY events, while the I.NY artists involved in these
events will feature in Irish Times editorial, digital
content and podcasts.
The I.NY Festival 2019 is particularly excited to
welcome the first partnership between I.NY and New
York’s Irish Arts Center. The teams at I.NY and the IAC
have been in conversation for some time - getting

to understand each other’s work, ambitions and
intentions, and exploring where it was possible to
come together in the shared objectives of projecting
a dynamic image of Ireland and Irish America for
the 21st century, building community with artists
and audiences, and strengthening cross-cultural
partnerships.
With both the Irish Arts Center and The I.NY Project
anchored in the story of the Irish in New York,
and the music, dance, theatre, film, literature and
conversation that comes from and is inspired by
that story, the first step was of course to present
live events together celebrating those stories and
the people at the heart of them. I.NY/ IAC will do that
within the 2019 festival programme, presenting four
shows together featuring renowned performers,
promoters, broadcasters and storytellers such as
Martin Hayes, Kevin Barry, Brenda Breathnach, Aoife
NicCanna, John Kelly and more.
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IRELAND'S LARGEST

VISITOR EXPERIENCE COMPANY
Our exceptional portfolio consists of six castles and a variety of other day
and evening visitor attractions in Clare, Limerick, Galway and Dublin.
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www.shannonheritage.com

www.thisisiny.com

#thisisINY

@ thisisINY
#onestoryatatime

#globalirish

